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1
Boundary basics.



Why is APS Drawing New ES Boundaries?
• Reed School Site is opening in September of  2021– 725 New Seats
• Per APS, there are too many students in the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor to fit within 

the existing neighborhood schools
• APS voted to move Key Immersion to the ATS site, and ATS to the McKinley site last 

spring as a way to create more ES seats in Rosslyn
• The current Key Immersion site will be a new neighborhood ES in September 2021
• Last spring’s school moves, plus the opening of  Reed, requires APS to draw new 

elementary school boundaries



Remember This Map?

• Projections for 2023-24 show rapid 
enrollment growth in major 
transportation corridors, including 
Rosslyn-Ballston, Columbia Pike, 
and Route 1, where APS does not 
have enough neighborhood seats
• School move vote last spring was 

intended to be the 1st step in 
resolving this problem



The original plan.

• Draw new boundaries for all elementary 
schools in 2020 to rebalance 
enrollment
• School moves will still happen this fall

• Due to the pandemic, scale back the 
scope for 2020 and only draw boundaries 
for the 7 schools necessary to create 
neighborhood boundaries for Reed and 
the former Key site (~1,400 students will 
be reassigned to a new school)
• Do a more comprehensive “phase 2” in 

the next 1-2 years that will include other 
elementary schools, and possibly move 
another option school (Campbell or 
Claremont) to North Arlington

The current plan.





Required Boundary Considerations
APS Policy B-2.1 requires APS to demonstrate to the School Board that 
it has considered the following 6 factors in drawing boundaries:
1) Efficiency: maximizing use of existing capacity + resources
2) Proximity: walkability, short bus ride times
3) Stability: minimizing impact of boundary changes on individual 

students/families
4) Alignment: minimizing separation of small groups of students from 

classmates when changing levels
5) Demographics: promoting diversity within schools
6) Contiguity: attendance zones are contiguous and contain the 

schools to which they are assigned



Boundary Building Blocks
• Planning Units
• Planning units were created in 2001 as a way to geographically cluster students for purposes of  

drawing school boundaries
• Every household is assigned to a planning unit and moves with their entire unit
• There are 347 planning units in Arlington
• Find your planning unit here: https://www.apsva.us/facilities-planning/find-your-planning-unit/

• Walk Zones
• Generally speaking, APS considers planning units within ½ mile of  an elementary school building 

to be “walkable” to that building
• Some exceptions for major roadways

• Where possible, APS prefers to keep a planning unit in its walk zone to minimize APS 
transportation costs 

• APS completed a review of  all elementary school walk zones in April 2018-
https://www.apsva.us/engage/elementary-school-boundary-change/walkzonereview/



Reed Walk Zone
• APS considers only the 

planning units in pink to 
be in the Reed walk zone

• APS reconsidered 16050 
this summer and put it in 
the Reed walk zone (map 
has not been updated)

• APS has said that 16090 
(currently assigned to 
Glebe) was a toss-up

• Any other planning units 
assigned to Reed will be 
eligible for busing



Ashlawn Walk Zone
• Ashlawn’s walk zone was 

expanded in 2018 to 
include Planning Unit 
14100 (currently assigned 
to McKinley) 

• Any other planning units 
assigned to Ashlawn will 
be eligible for busing



Glebe Walk Zone
• Any planning units 

assigned to Glebe that are 
not highlighted in pink 
will be eligible for busing
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APS Proposal



The First Draft 
Map--Released 
Oct. 5, 2020



Who is impacted at 
McKinley?
• Moves 3 planning units (approx. 83 

students) to Glebe
• Moves 4 planning units (approx. 160 

students) to Ashlawn
• Adds 3 planning units from Tuckahoe
• No grandfathering of  5th graders

Forecast enrollment post-boundary change



Insights.



Insights

• More housing units are coming online in Rosslyn in 2021 than originally expected in last year’s projections

• Rosslyn planning units are assigned to the new elementary school at the Key site, which is the closest school 
building

• Due to this student increase, the new ES at the Key site does not have capacity for all of the planning units in its 
own walk zone 

• As a result, walk zone planning units on the west side of the Key site are staying with ASF in the APS proposal

• This means that ASF has less capacity available to take students from Glebe and Ashlawn, as originally planned

The east side impacts the west side.



Insights

• APS is moving 33% of McKinley students (students not going to Reed) to Glebe and Ashlawn, which are both 
overcrowded in the proposal
• APS always planned to move McKinley units to Ashlawn, but Ashlawn was also expected to lose planning units to 

Barrett and more planning units to ASF
• APS planned to move 1 McK PU to Glebe (14 kids) and 2 Glebe PUs to Jamestown (67 kids), but Jamestown was not 

ultimately included in this boundary process due to COVID
• See APS “Analysis of Students Moving- Proposal 1” for original draft plan: https://www.apsva.us/wp-

content/uploads/2019/10/Analysis-of-Students-Moving_Final_Oct_31.pdf

• There is still extra capacity at many of the other NW Arlington schools, including Reed and Tuckahoe

• Many schools in S Arlington remain overcrowded with no room for additional population growth (esp in the schools at 
the west end of Columbia Pike)

Glebe and Ashlawn carry the heavy load.

https://www.apsva.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Analysis-of-Students-Moving_Final_Oct_31.pdf


Insights

• APS says they have a longer-term plan to address the remaining enrollment imbalances after COVID that includes:

• Moving another option school to Tuckahoe, Nottingham, Discovery, Jamestown, or Taylor to address overcrowding in 
South Arlington

• Redrawing elementary school boundaries again in both north and south Arlington

• Any planning unit not moved in this round (including those going to Reed) could get assigned to a new neighborhood 
school in the next round of boundary changes

• Students at a newly-designated option school site will be transferred to another neighborhood school

• Might result in some current K and 1st grade students moving twice during elementary school if Taylor (or 
Tuckahoe) is later picked as an option school location

• APS has not been clear about the timing of the next round of changes– but it could happen in the next 1-3 years

Half-moves now mean more moves again.



Some Big Picture Questions…
• Is APS following its own boundary policy?
• APS policy B-2.1 requires the Superintendent and the School Board to consider any boundary 

changes against all six considerations-- efficiency, proximity, stability, alignment, demographics, 
and contiguity

• No analysis has been provided to show how these factors were balanced

• Why didn’t APS disclose during the school moves process that it was considering moving 
another option school to NW Arlington?
• Schools involved in the current “limited” process may have boundaries changed again in the near 

future if  students need to be shifted south due to a school closure above Lee Highway
• This could result in students shifted to Tuckahoe or Taylor being moved twice during elementary 

school
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PTA Focus.



A reminder…

We represent all 508 families at

McKinley and cannot take a position 

on a specific PU that pits us against 

each other. 

We’re for all, not 
some.

Families are likely to have different 

priorities in the boundary process, 

depending on your location and the 

ages of your children

Priorities are diverse 
– and personal.

Regardless of the outcome in a 

month, we are dedicated to 

supporting our McK families and 

community through the rest of the 

year.

We are committed.

Planning units can – and should –

advocate for their families and kids. 

But remember every action likely has 

an impact on another family.

Yes, this is stressful, 
but be kind.



1. Communicate: Simplify and share info.
2. Analyze: Bring data and facts to those in power.
3. Network: Find consensus with other PTAs.
4. Advocate: Bring our platform to APS and the SB.

What is the PTA doing?



Overall McKinley Opinion On Current Proposal

Delay Boundary 
Changes to 2021 

Due to the 
Pandemic-

Move Forward On 
Current Timeline, 

But Revise the 
Proposal-

35.9%

Other-
11.5%

Support the 
Current Proposal 

and Timeline-
18.7%

350 Responses 
to Survey-
Thank you!



McKinley Wants to Stay Together, Despite 
Potential Overcrowding at Reed

75%

25%

I would like to keep the
McKinley community
together as much as possible,
even if it means the Reed
building is at or above 100%
capacity.
I would prefer the McKinley
community be split up so as
to avoid the Reed building
being at or above capacity.

350 Responses



Other Survey Highlights

Grandfathering
86.6% of  survey respondents strongly agreed, or agreed, 
that 5th grade students should be allow to finish elementary 

school with their current classmates.

Moving Multiple Times
84.3% of  survey respondents strongly agreed, or agreed, 
that students should not have to change schools more than 

once during elementary.

Enrollment Projections
Survey respondents were evenly split on whether they 

supported or disapproved of  APS’s decision to use pre-
pandemic enrollment projections for this process.

Trust in APS Administration
Only 32.5% of  survey respondents strongly agreed, or 

agreed, that APS would share accurate information, address 
community feedback, and provide clear, consistent answers to 

questions. 47.7% of  survey respondents disagreed, or 
strongly disagreed, with that statement.



We see four areas of consensus we’d like to
advocate for with APS.



Consensus

• Our survey responses were split on whether to do the boundary process now or after the pandemic, but 
numerous families commented that the two-phase process seemed like the worst option

• Families want stability– many have concerns that breaking this into two separate boundary processes keeps 
school communities in flux for a longer period of time

Piecemeal changes don’t work, especially during a pandemic.



Consensus

• Don’t reserve so much excess capacity at Reed- it creates overcrowding at other schools, and it limits the 
number of McKinley students who can stay together

• While McK has wrestled with capacity in our current building, the overwhelming majority of our parent 
feedback is coming from our younger families who are more accepting of keeping their newly-connected 
students together 

• Walkability is important, but it shouldn’t be at the expense of keeping students together (i.e., why move 
Tuckahoe units into Reed and McKinley units to other schools?)

Reed can carry a heavier load.



Consensus

• 5th grade grandfathering has been allowed in all previous elementary school boundary changes in order to 
prevent students from needing to transition to two new schools in two years (5th and 6th grade)

• Why is there a need to change this policy now, in the middle of a pandemic?

• The limited boundary process means this unfairly impacts a very small number of students at just 6 schools

• APS claims grandfathering adds transportation costs, but they have not provided any financial analysis or 
explored whether other options are feasible (e.g., continuing their current policy of grandfathering with no 
transportation)

Don’t ban 5th grade grandfathering during a pandemic.



Consensus

• APS needs to have a clear plan for how they are going to support the emotional and academic needs of 
impacted students if they are going to push these boundary changes through during a pandemic

• Many students have anxiety or other mental health needs that have been caused, or exacerbated, by changes 
in routine due to COVID

• There is continued uncertainty over whether and how students will return to school this year, with no ability to 
predict whether next year will be “normal” or not

• Students have been isolated from their current school community since March, and may feel even more 
isolated starting at a new school next year where they don’t have any existing connections with teachers and 
staff and may know few other students

We deserve real plan(s), not rushed maps.
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Next Steps



APS Community Engagement Timeline

10/5 
• maps/materials posted

- questionnaire live
• - PTA briefing

10/7 - Vir tual community meeting #1

10/9 - Facebook Live video

10/14 - Vir tual Community Meeting #2

10/16 & 10/17
• Virtual Staff  Office Hours

10/20 - Closing date of  community input

10/29
• SB work session

11/5
• APS Staff  present 

recommendation to 
Superintendent and School 
Board

12/1
• SB Public Hearing

12/3 - SB Vote

Any revisions to the 
initial map would be 
presented on 11/5



How to Submit Feedback
• Community Questionnaire: Submit your comments to APS on-line or by phone 

through 10/20 at: 
www.apsva.us/engage/fall2020elementaryboundaries/
• Attend APS Staff  Virtual Office Hours: Taking place as a Teams Event on 10/16 (12-

1pm), 10/17 (9-10am), and 10/20 (7-8pm) 
• Sign Up for School Board Virtual Office Hours: Sign-up link for the upcoming week is 

posted on Friday afternoon. Sign-up at: https://www.apsva.us/contact-the-school-
board/open-office-hours/

• Civic Association/Neighborhood Groups: Connect with your civic association or 
neighbors to submit feedback that is specific to your planning unit

http://www.apsva.us/engage/fall2020elementaryboundaries/
https://www.apsva.us/contact-the-school-board/open-office-hours/


5
Questions?


















